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Abstract. Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural networks are known for their plastic and stable learning of categories in data. Convergence to a stable representation is achieved through repetitive presentations of the data. It has been demonstrated previously that in a real-life setting, stability is not possible due to continuous novelty in data while the network forgets previous experiences. In this paper we show an improved version of ART that doesn’t forget during stabilization. We present experimental results with this strategy in a task of text clustering.
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1 Introduction

Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural networks [1, 2] properties of stability and plasticity as well as their ability to process dynamic data efficiently make them attractive candidates for recognizing patterns in large, rapidly changing datasets generated in real-life environments. The applications of ART span many domains, including among others sonar signal recognition [3], parts management at Being [4] and text clustering [5].

Stability is an essential aspect of learning. Indeed, without stability a learning system becomes subject to catastrophic forgetting. Stability means that if an identical datum is presented several times to a learning system, it will be consistently recognized as being of the assigned category. It is trivial for a learning system to be stable: its merely has to stop learning on new data. This is what off-line learning systems do. ART on the other hand is an on-line learning system, allowing both continuous learning (plasticity) and guaranteeing a stable internal representation. ART converges to a stable representation after at most N-1 presentations of the N data items [6]. However, we have recently identified an important problem with ART stability while investigating its application to real-world problems [7]. In this paper, we present a new version of ART that resolves this difficulty. We test the new ART-based neural net in a topics recognition task using a benchmark text corpus.
2 Adaptive Resonance Theory

2.1 Description

In this paper we focus on the binary ART version known as ART1. The general architecture of an ART1 network is summarized on Fig. 1. The network is made of two interconnected layers of neurons and of an external control system (the box labeled C at the right of Fig. 1) that determines the operational mode of the layers. Weights $w_{ij}$ exist on bottom-up connections going from input neuron $i$ to output neuron $j$. There is one input neuron $i$ for each component of an input vector $x_k$ of dimension $N$. Weights $t_{ji}$ are attributed to top-down connections, from output neuron $j$ to input neuron $i$. Each output neuron $j$ ($j = 1$ to $M$) hence has an associated vector $t_j$ constituted of the weights $t_{ji}$ from the connections out of $j$. A vector $t_j$ corresponds to the cluster prototype, that is the internal representation of the category learned by output neuron $j$. Similarly, there is an input activation vector $w_j$ corresponding to the weights of connections going from the input layer to output neuron $j$.

![Fig. 1. The ART1 architecture showing the two interconnected layers of neurons and the external control system.](image)

The input layer receives inputs and propagates them on the bottom-up connections, which causes activation of neurons on the output layer. The dot product between input $x_k$ and bottom-up connections weight vectors determines the activation $u_j$ of each output neuron $j$:

$$u_j = x_k \cdot w_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Competitive selection takes place between output neurons. The winner selected is the neuron $j^*$ with maximum activation $j^* = \arg \max(u_j)$. The cluster represented by this output neuron is deemed to be the one with the greatest correlation with the input. The input is attributed to the winning output neuron and prototypes weights are updated as such:

$$t_{j^*} = t_{j^*} \wedge x_k.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The prototype weight update with a logical AND guarantees a unidirectional movement of prototypes (monotonically decreasing magnitude) and thus also contributes to stability [8]. To stabilize, the network must iterate through the data until there is no further change of the input assignments to category nodes.
2.2 The Stability Problem

The ART stabilization process works as follows. First, assume that a datum \( x_k \) has just been processed by the neural network and is coded by prototype \( t_\alpha \). This is to say that \( x_k \) has been assigned to a cluster (or category node) of data represented by prototype \( t_\alpha \). Secondly, some of the further data processed by the neural net may also be assigned to this same cluster \( \alpha \) and consequently prototype \( t_\alpha \) will be updated to reflect the intersection of all assigned data as per formulae (2) above. Third, entering a stabilization iteration, datum \( x_k \) is presented again to the network and may not anymore be deemed similar enough to prototype \( t_\alpha \). This is possible because the prototype may have been changed by other data. The network must then find and reassign datum \( x_k \) to another prototype \( t_\beta \). In a way, the ART network partially forgets previous experiences during stabilization to re-code assignments of data to new clusters. In other words, during stabilization, data is moved between concepts. When this movement stops, stabilization is achieved.

Stabilization is similar to sleep in living organisms, a period during which experiences of the day are re-processed and properly coded and re-coded in memory. For an artificial learning system such as ART used in a real world, high-volume, 24/7 operation, stabilization would have to occur during system idle time. The various iterations may not occur immediately one after the other as there may be more urgent tasks required, such as processing newly arrived data and delivering it to a user.

For instance, suppose the system under consideration is one that routes, based on topics, intelligence and operational documents to various military analysts. This information is highly perishable and must be processed with high priority, before any further on-going stabilization iteration can continue.

One must question what happens in between stabilization iterations with data awaiting stabilization. During the first processing pass, data will be assigned to some clusters. Then during stabilization, data will be moved, defeating the whole purpose of providing a stable and consistent environment to users. That is, a datum \( x_k \) has been initially assigned to cluster \( \alpha \). \( x_k \) may be an important document attributed to topic \( \alpha \). The users expect to always find the document under that same topic folder once it has been saved there the first time. However, later on the document may be moved to another topic as stabilization continues. Users will not find the document under the same topic. This can happen several times and is clearly a problematic situation. In fact, the whole idea of stabilization rests on the premise that convergence to the so-called stable representation is achieved after the ART network has been able to iterate through the whole dataset several times. In an incremental setting as for most real-life streaming data problems, there is never a state of “complete” dataset: new data continues to be submitted and hence stabilization can never be truly achieved.

2.3 Conceptual Duplication

The solution we propose is to treat stabilization not as “conceptual shifts” (i.e. data moving between concept) but rather as conceptual duplications. This idea of Conceptual Duplication for ART1 neural networks modifies stabilization in such a
way that all associations between data and categories are remembered by the network, even those that would be invalidated by traditional stabilization. In other words, once a datum has been attributed to a cluster, the network remembers this association.

The memory in which conceptual attributions are stored is not part of the ART1 neural network structure itself. We do not claim neurological plausibility; we take an engineering approach to solving a practical problem. Hence, an assignment table is used to accumulate the various categories attributed to data elements. Furthermore, it may not be desirable to remember every single attribution, so we also introduce a parameter called evidence. Evidence is a positive integer value that specifies how many times a category has to be attributed to a datum before it is deemed worthy to remember. If the threshold of evidence is not reached, only the last attributed category is retained.

3 Experimental Work

3.1 Methodology

The text classification benchmark dataset known as Reuter-21578 Distribution 1.0 ModApté split [9] is used for the experiment. Each document is transformed in the standard vector space model numerical representation [10]. A document d is translated into an N-dimensional binary vector. The vector’s ith component corresponds to the ith word in the collection. A value of 1 indicates the presence of this word in d while a value of 0 signifies its absence. Since the resulting vectors are of very high dimensionality, a final preprocessing step is applied to reduce the number of features. To achieve this goal, words occurring in less than 77 documents were removed. The value of the vigilance parameter is incremented successively by fine steps and the quality of clustering is measured for each value of vigilance. This allows for obtaining an overall and complete view of clustering quality, rather than only measuring quality punctually at the pre-determined so-called natural number of clusters.

Quality evaluation is conducted by computing the F1 external validity of the clustering solution at each level. Better quality is achieved with higher F1 values, in the range [0,1]. Due to lack of space, we refer the reader to [11] for a detailed account of the definition and computing of F1 for text clustering.

3.2 Results

Our experimental results (Fig. 2) show that the F1 quality improves when the value of evidence is increased from 1 to 3 (in the legend, Ev=X means that a category had to be assigned to a document X times before it was deemed important enough to be
Fig. 2. Quality improves on all number of clusters found in the data as ART1 remembers previous concept attributions based on more evidence.

... remembered during stabilization). The average quality for the three cases of evidence = 1, 2 and 3 respectively is 0.28, 0.32 and 0.33.

Further increases in evidence result in little further gain. In fact, as one becomes more demanding with evidence, there is less and less opportunities for conceptual duplication to actually occur. Consequently, the solution tends to turn into the usual hard clustering of ART1. Although not shown on Fig. 2, this is exactly how the ART1 quality Vs number of clusters evolves without conceptual duplication, that is with the usual ART stabilization. In this latter case, average F1 quality is 0.34.

Hence, quality is not improved by conceptual duplication but the decrease in quality is minimal, particularly in the case of an evidence of 3 for which $F_1 = 0.33$ compared to $F_1 = 0.34$ without conceptual stabilization. Furthermore, the advantages of solving the stated problem and offering a soft-clustering algorithm still make the approach worthy. Soft-clustering is for example very useful in text clustering since multiple topics can be assigned to a document, making them more easily accessible for users. It is actually a more natural way to organize documents than hard clustering since documents are rarely of a single topic according to human classifiers, a phenomenon known as the *inter-indexer inconsistency* [12).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the problem with data elements moving between categories in a dynamic environment when using ART1. We have proposed conceptual duplication to resolve this issue. In this case, the nature of stability has changed radically; from stability that iteratively fixes a single concept attribution onto each...
datum of a static dataset to a stabilization that accumulates evidence to determine appropriate, possibly multiple conceptual attributions. With conceptual duplication, past concept attributions that meet the evidence criterion are remembered rather than being forgotten as in the existing ART1 algorithm.

Experimental results in a text clustering task have shown that as greater evidence is demanded, average F1 quality increases but rapidly tapers off since higher evidence forces back the network into its usual behavior. Stabilization with conceptual duplication does not result in text clustering that exceeds the quality of the usual ART1 stabilization. However, it offers two major advantages: First, it resolves the important problem about data moving between categories during stabilization in a dynamic data environment; and second, it provides a soft-clustering solution.
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